
STABILIZING THE LIFE ENERGY 

By Self generation (the Natural State, maybe my or a Mayan word) I refer to the Natural State.   It 

happens when the mental faculty becomes stable in the Absolute space and is united with the life 

energy.  This means that the life energy is absorbed and permanently upwardly flowing.  When the 

yogi returns to awake consciousness from the state of Nivritti (without seed) meditation and 

remains in this state it is called the arisen state.   

RTS p. 224 
When the evolutionary force has become upfacing and the life energy has become 
absorbed – stable – in the void – in the Absolute space – then the yogi [the yogi's 
body] becomes motionless – and the natural state appears of its own accord. 
 

There are two stages.  K reiterates: 

 1) The stability in meditation of the mental faculty and the absorption of life energy into the 

Absolute.  (K calls this period of meditation Self-Generation; it is the gestation of the Self in Nivritti 

samadhi) 

2) The arising or stable spontaneous return of this state to the awake consciousness for the purpose 

of teaching the Truth. (K calls the arisen-return the ‘Self Standing,’ the forever attentive, bow 

arrowed for zap; specifically the self standing place is the sex chakra.  However, the zap engages the 

teachings by Absolute command through an open channel. K’s root base is the now-slightly-

tempered- scale of the fierce fem fatal. 

The Self ‘generates’ in concert with its Soul (Atman).  Once it is mature enough, the Self returns to 

awake consciousness as arisen and ‘resides’ according to command of the Absolute in the open 

channel, gust ready for a huff or stream from the subtle diaphragm into any of the fluted openings  

(energy centers) on demand as the ‘zap’ (energy evolving) availability . The self’s standing place 

(svadisthana) is the sex organ.   When the svadhithana energy center is accomplished, the moving-

in-space energy seal (Khechari Mudra) is accomplished. 
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The perishable is nature, and the imperishable is the pervader of the body. When the 
imperishable, being distinguished from the perishable, is situated in its own identity 
(is present in its own form), then neither words nor divine sound remain. All that 
remains is the Absolute. It is called the highest word of the Absolute or the highest 
divine sound of the Absolute. 
 

Consider even your very highest aspiration to be ‘evolving’ (even though beyond 
description) until yoga is complete.  When the imperishable is situated in its own identity, 
and present in its own form, it is the natural state. 
 

RE: STABILISING THE LIFE ENERGY 
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The Thousand-Spoked Energy Center or Space Energy Center: 

The Shiva Samhita says, 'Through the continued practice of this energy center, the 
yogi gets knowledge of the Absolute, which frees him from the bonds of being. His 
equanimity is complete.' It is worth remembering that there are three types of result 
of [the continued practice of] an energy center – first, middle, and last. I have 
described the last result of each energy center. Only the accomplished yogi gets it. 
 
'When all the energy channels and energy centers, which are full of impurities, are 
purified...' [Kripalvananda is quoting from the Sanskrit text of verse 2.5]. The term 
'energy center' appears in this [verse], so I have given a lot of information about the 
energy centers.  
 
When, after years of correct yogic continued practice, the energy channels and 
energy centers are purified, the yogi can stabilize the life energy vital air well. This is 
the accomplishment of sun-moon yoga. Without the purification of the energy 
channels, physical impurities, distraction and the veil [of false knowledge] cannot 
cease to exist; therefore, the knowledge yogi must resort to [sun-moon] yoga. He 
calls it renunciation-of action yoga; however, it is only the antecedent stage of yoga. 
Through it [sun-moon yoga], the dark condition and the passionate condition fade 
and the tranquil-powerful condition becomes powerful. Through the tranquil-powerful 
condition, the yogi attains direct knowledge of the divine order; however, the knower, 
the devotee, and the yogi must be beyond the three conditions of nature. When they 
stand above the tranquil-powerful condition, then knowledge yoga, devotional yoga 
and action yoga are accomplished. The knowledge yogi, the devotional yogi, and the 
action yogi are complete yogis. In order to cross the three boundaries of the three 
conditions, one must accept the support of the boat of yoga. 
 
In the sixth verse [verse 2.6], it says, 'One should always practice the suspension of 
the life energy with a tranquil-powerful judgment.' In this verse, the phrase 'a tranquil 
powerful judgment' is of utmost importance. The writer of this text has used this term 
for a purpose. By the means of his continued practice [of sun-moon yoga], the 
aspirant's dark condition and passionate condition have faded and the tranquil 
powerful condition has increased; therefore, he has gained a 'tranquil-powerful 
judgment'. But the complete purification of the energy channels has not yet come 
about, so the writer has given the instruction to practice the suspension of the life 
energy. 
 
In the Vyasa Bhashya, Beloved Lord Vyasa (the Divider) says, 'Yoga is called 
equanimity. It is the ethical action of all the levels of the mental faculty. That mental 
faculty has five levels: distracted (absent-minded), confused [not knowing what to 
do], unsettled (unfixed), one-pointed, and stabilized (still).' On observing the 
distracted, confused, and unsettled stages of the beginning, this question arises: 'But 
yoga brings about the non-sprouting of the tendencies of the mental faculty; how can 
the distracted, confused, and unsettled stages occur in it?' 
 
The answer is that these three levels are not levels of devolution; they are levels of 
evolution. In meditation accompanied by reasoning, the mental faculty is distracted; 
in meditation accompanied by thinking, the mental faculty is confused; and in 



meditation accompanied by bliss, the mental faculty is unsettled. They [these three 
levels] are in the realm of the dark condition of nature and the passionate condition 
of nature. Upon arriving in the realm of the tranquil-powerful condition of nature, the 
mental faculty becomes one-pointed, and in the end, being beyond the three 
conditions of nature, it is stabilized. In the meditation accompanied by egoism ('I am', 
self-inspection), which is called with-comparison equanimity, the mental faculty is 
one-pointed. The level in which the writer of The Small Burning Lamp of Sun-Moon 
Yoga has given instruction on doing the suspension of the life energy is the 
beginning level of the meditation accompanied by egoism. When the energy 
channels are completely purified, with-comparison equanimity is accomplished [the 
process of with-comparison equanimity is completed, that is, the state of with-
comparison equanimity is attained]. 
 

 

 

 


